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T esday, Novmeber 4, 1986

Weather: Expect more afternoon showers and some summer heat
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University of Central Florida/Orlando

Volume 19 Number 21

Illegal drinking forces ·
Wild Pizza crackdown
"Let's face it, college kids
are
going to get beer anyway
CENTRAL FLORIDE FUTURE
they can.'' said Roessler
adding, " It's something
Alcohol consumption in the we've got to deal with."
Wild Pizza is once again the
One of Roessler's steps to
spotlight of concern to Randy deal with the problem
Roess ler, Food Services involved Chief of Police, Ron
Manager.
Seacrist. In a letter
In recent weeks, Roessler recounting a meeting the two
has been faced with an had, Roessler summed up the
increa s ing number of plans.
underage drinkers in the Wild
They included, "strict
Pizza. ' 'There have been some adherence to district and
probl~ms with distribution,
corporate policies'', ''hiring of
but after the sale.'' Roessler a full time door attendant to
check I.D.'s, checking the
said.
He indicated the problem dining area for minors
involves minors receiving . consuming alcohol and
alcohol from legal drinkers supervise other employees
who buy pitchers for them. provided by the Student
.. It is something we want to Activities Center" and
control the best we can.''
SE[ CRACKDOWN, PAGE 3
Roesller added.
by Steve J. Pustelnyk

I
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Students line up to order at the Wild Pizza. The restaurant's alcohol problems continue, calling for stricter policies.

Students to pay for
registration delays

Writer, playwright
to speak at UCF
by Jill B. Simser

Staff Report

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

As part of UCF's continuing World Writers
Series, Argentine author Carlos Gardini and
Guatemalan playwright Hugo Carillo will be on
campus Monday to give a public reading, answer
questions and discuss their work.
Dr. Anna Lillios of the English Department, who
has read all of Gardini's writings, said they tend to
border on fantasy.
In his thought-provoking short story "Relics,"
he describes finding a human head on the beach
amid the debris of empty bottles and cigarette
packs.
Gardini, 38, has published three books of short
stories and a novel. In 1982, he was awarded first
prize for his short story "Assault Force' in the
First Contest of Argentina Short Stories.
He has also written a fantasy book for children
titled "Tales of Vendavalia" although it remains
unpublished.
Besides being a writer, Gardini translates books
by American, Italian and French writers. He has
translated books by American writers Herman
Melville, Joseph Conrad, John Steinbeck and Gore

Hugo Carrillo (I) and Carlos Gardini
Vidal among others.
In a telephone interview from the University of
Iowa, Gardini said he was having a great time on
his first visit to the United States.
He said that even though people in the United
States have different attitudes and feelings than
those in Argentina, he doesn't "feel a cultural
shock.''
While he said he had no specific plans during his
six-day visit to Orlando, he would like to see Walt
Disney World and Kennedy Space Center.
Gardini said he had no immediate plans for a
book or story.
Carillo, who is probably Guatemala's best-known

SEE WRITERS, PAGE 7

Mann promotes ticket at UCF
by Steve J. Pustelnyk
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

running with
u berna to rial

Pajcic, spent 45
F. · He tour d the
and conferr d
b th U F

telling her, ":::;ay he (Mann) is the
happy guy who came to see me."
Mann didn't escape without
critical questioning from the UCF
public. Upon returning to the
front of the library he was
confronted by a female student
who complained of insufficient
funding for femal sports. Mann
said, "The legislature has
appropriated more money for
womens sports ... that 's a net
increa e.
When a group of students
r pre enting Republican canidate
Bob artinez approached Mann
he a ked them to give him
r a n wh , he should ote for
lartinez.
ann proceeded to
capitalize on the moment by
hunning 'l.artinez' record and
ki , "How i lartinez going

to cut taxes when two-thirds go to
education."
When questioned about a fairer
funding allotment for UCF, Mann
said, "You've got three larger
univerisites." Mann added that
funding has been lower for UCF,
but that ''UCF's funding is
ubstantially above what it was
five years ago."
Mann also commented on the
areas of study that UCF offers.
''Programs need to be increased
at this university," Mann said.
He claims to be no stranger to the
programs UCF offers, saying, "I
told my niece Michelle, 'You have
to go to UCF. It's so great. It has
o much to offer.'
~ichelle Mann is a computer

SEE MANN, PAGE 5

It will cost Southern University students money
if they don't preregister for classes or if they don't
submit their financial aid applications on time, SU
officials announced last week.
As hundreds of schools across the country
complain "complex" and confusing new aid
application procedures have delayed getting aid to
some students, Southern is putting the burden of
getting the applications in on time squarely on the
students.
Other schools are trying. University of Florida
officials two weeks ago publicly warned students
they'll get their aid late next fall if they dawdle
submitting their applications this year.
University of Texas administrators last week
made a similar announcement, hinting that
students whose aid checks can't arrive -in time to
pay tuition next fall may not be allowed to attend
classes.
Texas is especially sensitive to the issue because
it had to lend students millions of dollars to use for
tuition until the government distributed Pell
Grants, many of which still hadn't reached
students by Oct. 1.
Arthur Jackson, aid director at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst, said the delays might
have kept some students from going to college this
fall.
Jackson and others blamed the delays on new
paperwork required by the U.S. Department of
Education, which is trying to ins~e that students
who get aid are in fact eligible for it.

Voting day
This year's general elections are scheduled to
take place Tuesday. All persons registered to
vote ORn or before Oct. 4 can vote in their
respective districts.
Polls open at 7 a.m. today and close at 7 p.m.
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LIVE VIA SATELLITE
with a phone hook up for questions
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Student Center Auditorium
Wednesday, November 5-9pm
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Presidents fight
to sop cuts

Educato
Act passed

by Karen L. Ziebell

Co lege plans set
tor next five years

r oLLEGE

Staff Report

•

COL EGE PRESS SERVICE

After two years of debate, promises of
wholesale changes and pointed insults flung
betw en congress and the White House,
Pr ·sident Reagan last week signed the
High r Education Reauthorization Act of
19 6.

'I he all-important act sets most federal
college policies for the next five years.
College lobbyists, who sat with the
legi lation since Congress and the Reagan
admini tration swore to makf' it work
fundamental changes in the ways students go
to college, are generally pleased with the
results.
"This HEA (Higher Education Act) suits
us just fine," says Julianne Still Thrift of the
National In titute of Independent Colleges
and Universities.
'I hrift and others in the education
association community in Washington are
reli ved the final act didn t include any
substantial cuts in federal funding or federal
student aid.
"Although education has always been a
favorite thing for the president to
recommend slashing," observes Tom

Don no t":nllowov /l.fmlrnl Florido Future

What? What?
Yes it had to happen. After almost an entire semester
without running one squirrel picture, we finally broke.

PRE~

nbeknown t to each other, public oil ge
pre ident --- normally a decorou bun h of
p ople - in a number of tat la t w k
re orted to "la t ditch .. barn terming trip
pla by lobbying media e' ent and po ture
of outright defiance to convince tate
legi latures n t to impo
what the
pre ident a. will b a ruinou n ' r und of
budget cut .
Texa . la ka, Idaho. Indiana, Wi con in,
Montana. Alabama, Utah, Iowa, and
1i ouri, among other state , hav r ntly
--- or are about to --- ut the amount of mone '
they gi e to their pubHc college .
And their coll g admini trator . claiming
ix year of federal budget cut alr ady ha e
forced them to cut their operation to the
bone. are warning that the new state budget
cuts will force them to take dra tic mea ures.
They ay they will ha e to clo e ome
academic departments, ·cut ba k on tudent
services, rai e tuition and maybe e en
merge with other colleges.
"It's close (to squeezing blood out of a
turnip)." said University of Ala ka Pre ident
Dr. Donald O'Dowd, whose school has had to
slash spending by 35 percent over the la t
several months. "Ala ka' stat revenue has
been cut in half the last eight month .
When Utah didn't collect a much in taxes

SEE CUTS, PAGE 4

SEE EDUCATION, PAGE 5

CRACKDOWN

•

FROM PAGE l
·'provide food and nonalcoholic beverages at all
special functions.··
Other policies to be
administered are, "One
beverage per customer, ' ''No
pitcher sales at special
events' ' and "serving of
alcohol in clear plastic cups
only.·•
In addition alcohol policies
will be posted at the entrance
to the Wild Pizza and S.C.A.
and anouncements of the
policy will be made over the
P.A. ystem during special
events.

•

Volin' time

Donna Callowav /Central Florido Future

Allot these ugly signs are up tor a reason, you know. That's right, get out and vote today, it's·
your duty.

• PRE·LAW DAY

Rcpre entative from 10
hool will be at UCF
O\. 10 for m etings with
tud nt
intere ted in
car r in law.

Department of Political
Science., 275-2608.

senior education majors who
graduated from a South
Pinellas County high school.

• SCHOLARSHIPS

Students must have financial need and school/community involvement to be
eligible.

1w

The elb Foundation offer 500 to $1000 per year
·cholar hip to graduates of
ara. ota and Manatee Countv chool who meet financ.ial need and academic
criteria.
ntact

w·u

haffner in
id Office t

To apply pick up an application form in the office of
tudent Internship .. Education Building Room 124, or
call 275-2401. A tran cript
i al o required.

Roes ler understands the
problem and hopes for as
little trouble as possible.
··Hopefully we'll reach the
point where tudent. will say,
J don't need the hassle.··

course "Foundations of
Librarianship'' at the Orlando Public Library.
Prospective stud en ts
should attend a preliminary
meeting at the library on
Nov. 11 at 4 p.m.
This course is directed
toward people who have or
are nearing completion of
their bachelor's degree. It is
a basic course leading to a
master's in Library Science.
For informa ion contact
the library's Community
Relations Department at
425-4694, ext. 480.

• LIBRARIAN COURSE
• MORE SCHOLARSHIPS

F r in
b rt

r.
F'

uth
t achin
a ail bl

fR !Cf

inella County
holar hip are
t
junior and

The University of outh
Florida chool of Librar
nd Information cience will
offer the graduate level

• HOLOCAUST FILM

The Holocaust 1emorial
Re ource and Education

Roessler said .
"We want people to enjoy
themselves ... our goal i n 't to
intimidate,·· said Roe ler
who added,
"we are
aggressive to th point we
might upset someone, but
hopefully they will be
understanding."
"We cannot condone the
use of alcohol,·· Roessler said.
But he did see problem as a
result of the new drinking
age. "Drinking in the parking
lot is obviou ly a problem,"
he said.
"When you try to outlaw
something, people try to go
around the law.·· Roessler
. aid.
Roessler indicated they
weren't experien ing any
problems with the actual sale
of alcohol, just, with legal
drinkers providing it for
minors, "That's where the

SEE DRINKINGl PAGE 5

Center of Central Florida announces its 1986-87 film
eries in a continuing effort
to bring an awareness of the
lessons of the Holocaust,
racism, hatred and intolerance to the community.
The first film in this
series, titled "Who Shall
Live & Who Shall Die?", will
be shown Nov. 12 at 7:30
p.m.

This ilm offers a stinging
indictment of the reaction of
the Roosevelt Administra·
ti on to the plight of
Europe's Jews during World
War I I. The film raises
seriou que tion about the
genuineness and accountability of our leader .

4,The central Florido Future, November 4, 1986

CUTS
FROM PAGE 3

as it had planned, it ordered all state agencies
--- including colleges --- to lash their budgets.
At Weber tate, it meant firing 58 people,
disbanding the men's wre tling and women's
go.If teams and droppping the economics
degree program, among others. Budget cuts
left the University of Texas unable to make
some promised payments to one oi its
research partners, and it is now losing faculty
to better-paying schools, Lieu tenant
Governor Bill Hobby said last week.
The Kansas Board of Regents last week
announced it might soon start closing
masters degree programs, while Alaska's
'Dowd reports "we'll probably have to cut
academics. We can't continue to protect it
any longer. "
"This has not been the best of years,"
observes Montana State President Willim
Tietz, whose campus budget is $1.2 million
less than it was last year at this time.
ome state college officials began fighting
back with some unusual histrionics last week.
University of Wisconsin System President
Kenneth Shaw tried to make the point by
saying budget cuts that have forced state
campuses to turn students away "make me
cry."
The presidents of Idaho's four statesupported colleges went on a highly
publicized "barnstorming tour" of six cities
to plead their case for more funding.
"We were given a good hearing," said
Idaho State President Richard Bowen. "The
minds are more open'' to college fonding
needs.
Purdue and Indiana universities, rivals in
virtually everything, have been jointly
wining and dining legislators at "breakfast,
lunch and dinner" to try to win more funding,
said Purdue Vice President Dr. John Hicks.
The Faculty Senate at Utah State,
meanwhile, voted flatly to refuse to join the
administration's mandated effort to cut an
extra six percent off this year's budget in
order to absorb the state funding decline.
Northern Iowa's administrators were so

upset by state budget new two week ago
that they bought an ad protesting state
education funding " tingine ·· in the De
Moine Register newspaper.
"The governor believes the money pelnt
on thi ad would be better spent on student
education," Dick Voh . Go . Terr
Bran tad' pre secretar , replied angrily.
The half-page ad cost 2,050.
But few expect the state funding cuts to
stop any time soon, if only because tates in
the energy and farm regions don 't have more
money to give to their colleges.
"Times are tough for the states. I wouldn't
call this a decline in state funding, but a
flattening,'' says Illinois State's Dr. Edward
Hines, who tracks state funding of colleges.
··1 do expect it to last well beyond five
years, however. The economic future is not
particularly bright or rosy for some farm
states and those with oil or mineral-related
industries,'' Hines says. ''They will
experience problems again next year."
They can't just raise taxes," Himes said,
because more unemployed people need state
social services, welfare, and other programs
which, in turn, consume more of what little
money there is.

UNFAIR JOB
ADVANTAGE:
A KINKO'S RESUME.
You'll stand a port from the crowd with a sharplooking professional resume from Kinko's.
Choose from a variety of paper stock and let
our friendly staff assist you in creating an
attention-getting statement about yourself.

Open eat"l\t Open late. Open weekends.

i27 W. Fairbanks Ave. Winter Pork 628·5255

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
WE LovE OuR LITTLE SISTERS!

"Many states are battling deficits, and
higher education suffers for it," concurs
Corina Eckl of the National Conference of
State Legislatures.
Last year, she said, 21 states increased
their college budgets more than ten percent.
This year, only seven states did. And now
some of those seven states, short of money,
are asking colleges to cut their budgets in the
middle of the year.
"These pleas (college presidents are
making) are last ditch efforts," Eckl says.
Adds Hines, "this is affecting lives all
over."
"It's a very difficult spiral to break, and
we're right at the point where it's most
discouraging -- if not downright impossible -to cope," he said.
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\\ olanin, an aide to the Hou e Post econdary
Education Committee and a primary player
in pushing the bill through Congre s,
''Congress hasn't gone along with him on it.•·
Last year, Education Secretary "'illiam
Bennett said he wanted to use the process of
passing a new HEA -- a new one comes up
every five years --- as an opportunity for a
philosophical debate about the role the
federal government should play in colleges,
what responsibilities parents shold ha e for
paying for their children's education, what
effort colleges should make to insure that aid
recipients are making academic progress and
are of good character, and other issues.
A number of lobbyists took Bennett's
announcement to mean the administration
would ask for deep cuts in the student aid
programs, and make it harder for students to
qualify for aid .
No such thing happened .
Bennett never gave Congress a
comprehensive list of reforms he wanted, and
Congress proceeded to approve a modest
increase for most student aid programs
without him.
''I can say student financial aid survived
the reauthorization process," Bob Evans, aid
director at Penn State and president of the
National Association of Student Financial
To bet or not to bet
Aid Administrators, says with a sense of
The casino issue has been a major factor leading up to torelief.
day's election.
Evans adds the new act does change some

ember 4, 1986,

S

of the program . tudent for example, will
have to fill out longer more omplicated
application .
The.· ill, moreo er, be able to ge le aid
in the form of 2l'ant . and will ha re to repa. ,
mo t of their tudent aid after they leave
college.
·
Thank to orne technical changes, some
banks may stop making Guaranteed tudent
Loan , and the one that continue to make
G Ls ill charge the studen more.
Student now al o must ha e at least a " "
cumulative grade poin average by the end of
their sophomore years to be able to get aid.
"I do not suspect a substantial number of
tu dent will be knocked out of chool as a
result (of the new grade requirement),"
Evans says. · While it appears to be a new
thing, all it really means is an extra bite.
Students have always had to meet certain
grade requirements.
Though the new law "authorizes" Congress
·to appropriate more money for aid programs,
the government will decide each year how
much it really gives to the programs.
Congress never did appropriate as much
money to aid programs as the Higher
Education Act of 1980 allowed.
Wolanin, for one, is "confident that the
amount of money will be at least at the level
it is now. (But) there is no way I can predict if
more will be available (through the HEA's
lifespan).''
College lobbyists remain uneasy, however.
"We are finding ourselves · talking money
again,'' Thrift complains. ''We'ye been put on
the defensive, and will continue to be. '

DRINKING

Don't Rent!

f-ROM PAGE 3

problem comes in." he said.
Its not like Sweeny's where
everyone gets carded,
Roessler said, we are an
eatery and part of the student
activity center, everyone has
to be let in.
"Next year its going to be
to the point where we will be
. seeing if its feasible to even
sell it. '· Roessler said.
He sees the problems and
tries to be understanding of
an awkward situation that
separates students into legal
and non-legal drinkers.
"We're trying to treat the
tudents like adults.·· he said.

MANN
FROM PAGE 1

Own You• Own!

2Bed/2Bath Townhomes 1.2
Become Your Own Landlord
Many smart UCF students who
own their own apartments have
rommates to help share exp n ·e . Corne and see why and
how the parent of these
tud nt hav chosen to buy a
t wnhome for their sons and
d ughter . It' a good deal for
Yeryon . nd ou 'll want one
lo !

*

Mil~s

south of campus on Alafaya Trail

ooJ;es .

$340 !Fi1* G~ted
No Closing Costs.

ceilings
Open, Spacious plan
Large master bedroom suite
cable TV available
Sparkling skylights
Charming loft
Furnished kitchen

Purchase Price
Includes:

Sale price 553,900, 52,700 down. $51 200 mortgage, 7°1o A.R.M., plus or minus 2°1o Annual Cap, Lifetime Cap 13°1o

major at UCF. The elder
Mann, indicating his approval
of her decision, said, "I know
because I helped beef up the
program.''
Mann is a fourth genera ti on
native of Florida and has
spent 12 years in the
legislature. Hailing from
Southwest Florida, he fills the
representation gap opposite
of Pajcic, a northern Floridian
from J aksonville.

Thanks to you ...
it works .

LL
o~
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0

\ Unltedway

L__ _ _ _ _

.-J

Adjusted to 1-year T-Bill. A.P.R. 8°1o or Low Fixed Rates.
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19-TroH STUDENT SENATE REPORT

4nr

E

0

MEASURES IN COMMITTEE
BILLS:
19-06 Funding for the Mini-Baja: This Bill allocates $1250.00 to the Society of
Automotive Engineers for materials to build the car for the next mini-boja competition (Merrill: SP and OAF)
THE SENA TE VOTED ON
RESOLUTIONS:
19-02 Inviting Administrators to Address the Senate: This resclution requests that President Colbourn and specified University officials address the Senate concerning
the functions of their divisions (Tabled for One Week)
CONFIRMATIONS BY THE SENATE:
Dave Ritterhoff to Judicial Council Alternate Nl (Y-17, N-9, PR-4)
Larua Schultz to Judicial Council Alternate #2 (Y-30, PR-4)
Andrew Hatez to Daytona Area Campus Coordinaor (Y-20, N-1, AB-1, PR-4)

*

Legislation in Committtee is introduced by Senators, and is not finalized until the
full Senate votes on it.

C8r0 FUNDING
Did you know that your club or organization may be eligible for $250.00 in Office Supplies
and/or Advertisements for the next fiscal year?
In addition, if your club will be attending a conference or convention it may be eligible for
up to 5300.00 to cover registration fees.
Either way, stop by the Student Government Offices, SC 155, and ask for a Clubs and
Organizations Funds, or Travel Funds, Request Form.

SENATE COMMITTEES
OAF
C&O
UR
SP
EA

*

T

BER

30, 19 6
ARTS Ir SCIENCES
August Reid
Gail Kendall
Mark Hayes
Bob Truett
Samuel Coniglio
Monico Endsley
Melissa Pellerin
Jomes Battaglloli
Ted Bogert
Tabatha Burn
Mark Jackson
BUSINESS
Stephen· Phillips
Anthony Morelll
Jeff King
John White
Ken Barr
Patrick Kelly
Adam Barringer
Scott Cory
David Thollander
EDUCATION
Daniel Shepard
Susan Schmid
Ross Wolf
John Rhodes
Candace Cline
ENGINEERING
Bryon Martinez
Cindy Deal
William Merrill
Tony Wendrzyk
Keith White
Brian Thomas
HEALTH
OPEN SEAT
Jeannie Saul
LIBERAL STUDIES
Megan O'Neill
AT·LARGE
Roy Reid
BREVARD
Mike Johnson
DAYTONA
OPEN SEAT
SOUTH ORLANDO
Cindy Schmidt

• President Colbourn addressed
the Senate at this meeting.
• The Senate met in an Informal
Session to discuss campus
issues.
• The Athletic Fee· Setting Committee presented its proposal
for o fee increase; the general
concensus of the Senate Is in
support of this proposal.
• The Activity and Service Fee
Budget Committee will be
meeting on Tuesday at 7:00
pm in the Senate Conference
Room to determine its goals for
this year.

SENATE MEETINGS
Students ore invited to attend all
Senate meetings, and to express
any ideas or problems that they
feel the Senate should work on.
Senate meetings are held on
Thursdays at 3:00 in the Knight's
Den.
TO THE STUDENT
If you have any comments, questions or concerns about the
Senate Report, or any legislation,
please stop by the Senate Work
Room.

review and amend all Legislation before ii is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The
following are descriptions, and the time and place for the committee meetings.

Organizations, Appropriations and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance Code and any
legislation requesting funding.
Tuesdays at 1:00 pm
Clubs and Organizations: This committee decides whether a club receives funds tor Office Supplies/Advertising or
Conference Registration.
Tuesdays at 3:30 pm
Legislative Judicial and Rules: This committee reviews legislation to change the Constitution, Statutes or Rules and
Procedures.
Mondays at 2:00 pm
Services and Publicity: This committee reviews all non-funding legislation which delals with Student Government SerWednesdays at 7:00 pm
vices and Publicity.
Elections and Appointments: This committee reviews all Student Government Appointments, and makes recommendations for changes to the Election Statutes.
Mondays at 5:00 pm
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All Senate Committees meet in the Senate Work Room (SWR) in the Student Government Wing of the Student Center.

PR-Present (not enough information/unable to decide) AB-Abstain (conflict of interest) Y-Yes N-No

- Paid Advertisment -

A-Absent P-Present L-Late E-Excused

Student Government's

TYPING ·ROOM·
****************
That's right . kids. Student

Busch Gardens
Sea World
Wet 'N Wild
Disney World
Adult
Child

$13.00
$13.00
$8.50

Government provides you with the
free use of typewriters so you can
drum up great looking homework.
Typewriters are located in the
Student Government Offices and are
open from 9 a.m.-11 p.m. M-R, 9 a.m.9 p.m. F, and 5 p.m.-llp.m. Sunday.
March right down and take
advantage
of
your
Student
Government Services.
'

.
..

.,

I

$21.50
$17.00

Student GovernIDent
We're Your
Ticket to
Central Florida
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FROM PAGE 1

SUSSEX PLACE
NEW • NEW e NEW

I

•

Now Leasing 2 & 3 Bedroom
2 Full BAths Villas
Washer/Dryer Hookups, Pool,
Jacuzzi, Tennis & much more
UCF & MARTIN AREA
Students & Families Welcome

CALL

••

S

281-6393

THINK YOU'VE RU.N OUT
OF TIME? THINK AGAIN.

playwright, has been involved in the
development of the Guatemalan theater as an
educator, playwright and director for over
three decades.
He has received many awards including an
Honorary Doctorate in Arts and Letters from
the University of San Carlos in Guatemala
and this year was honored with the Life
Achievement Award of the Guatemalan
Society of Letters.
Carillo's 19 productions have been performed all over the world. His play 'Mr. President, 'adapted from the Nobel Prize winning
novel by Miguel Asturias, is being performed
at Joseph Papp's Shakespeare Festival in
New York.
Presently, he is working on a play titled
''Once U pan A Time, Whores Would Dress in
Crepe Paper.''

Gardini and Carillo ill b in ew myrna
Beach at the Atlantic enter of the Ar on
unda. for a public reading at 4 p.m. On
1onda_·. the_· will appear in the Board of
Regen
room in the Admini tration
Building from noon un il '> p.m. At 7:30 p.m.
they will be at Park Books, 336 S. Park Ave,
Winter Park.
Sandy eves, an English education major,
was one of about 40 people who attended the
public reading last month that featured
Yugoslavian writers Toma Longinovac and
Branko Dimitrijevic.
She said it was very informal and the
writers talked openly about writing freedoms
and limitations in their country.
The World Writers Series is sponsored by
UCF s Department of English in cooperation
with the Atlantic Center for the Art and the
International Writing Program at the
University of Iowa .

The

Student Loans are
Available throughout the year at the
Navy Orlando Federal
Credit Union
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Puzzle
Welcome . to the real
world, where no grades
are given, no withdrawls
available, and no
answers to last issue's
crossword puzzle exist.

You are eligible to
apply for a loan if
you or your parents
are active or retired
military or work for
one of our member
companies.

..

Stop by our East Branch
office location at the
University Center on
Alafaya Trail.

Thanks to you... it works ...
for ALL OF US

G:t

NCUA

BUCKLED
SAFETY BELT !

EQUAL HOUSINO

LENDER

Navy Orlando Federal Credit Union
3075 Alataya Trail, Suite 100
University Center, Orlando, FL
(305) 658-9346

A Life Saving Reminder From

THE FLORIDA COALITION
FOR AUTO SAFETY NOW
P. 0. Box 3927 •Tallahassee, FL 32315-3927
(904) 386-5044
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• VCRs • APPLIANCES • STEREOS • FURNITURE

$15.00 OFF FIRST MONTH'S RENT

~®0®If.

"TH.IS COUPON MUST BE PRESENTED FOR DISCOUNr.·

next to Jimmy's in

Prints and
.
Slides from the same roll

Alamo Shopping Center
Union Park
(305) 658-6064

~---~----------------------'
SPACE COAST SURVIVAL .GAMES

Kodak MP film ... Easttnan Kodak's professional color motion picture (MP) film adapted for still
use in your 35mm camera by Seattle FilmWorks. With micro-fine grain and rich color saturation, its
quality meets the exacting standards of Hollywood filmmakers. And with wide exposure latitude, you
don't have to be a pro to get great everyday shots or capture special effects.
Experience remarkable versatility. Shoot in low light or bright light from ASA 200 up to ASA
1200. lf you're sh oting in tungsten lighting, we'll color correct for this ac no charge. And enjoy the
ption of prints or slide , or both, from the same roll.
It's economical, t o. For example, we'll process your film, send you mounted slides, negatives and a
new roll of film-all for the incredibly low price of$4.60 per roll plus postage and handling. Quick,
n enient mail order ervice ... plu ubstantial savings.
Try our intr duct ry offer. Of course it osts us more than $2 to send this to you. Bue we're
nfid nt th t once y u 've tried the film, you'll become a regular customer. Why not see what this
quality film can do fi r ur photography. Send in today!

"there has long been the dream ofone film that could produce everything. ...
.Such a.film is here now in thefonn o/5247 . .. ,, -MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY

-----------------------------------------INTRODUCTORY OFFER
2181
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Mail to: Seattle FtlmWorks
500ThirdAvenue West, P.O. Box C-34056

Seattle, WA 98124
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FUN • EXCITEMENT
America's Outdoor Adventure Game
Be The Hero You Always Wanted To Be
Individuals Or LargE; Groups

Guys & Gafs
played every weekend

ARTIE HUBBARD
n wner
CALL TODAY FOR RESHNATIONS & INFOP.MATION

(305) 639·2024

OpinimLI~~~~~~~1lt'll;~~~
Orlando should back
UCF sports program
that will prosper
Orlando is getting to be a pretty big place. ln
fact, it's getting so big that people are starting to
think sports. And when they think sports, they
think professional sports.
In recent times we had the Orlando Renegades of
the United States Football League. Even though
the USFL never really played good football (high
chool teams have been known to be more exciting)
rlando liked the league because technically we
had a professional team.
As expected, the league choked and realistically
the Renegades are nothing more than some aged,
peeling paint at Orlando Stadium. And besides,
even with all the excitement of having a professional team, the Renegades never really got much
fan support.
Now Orlando wants basketball. The "Orlando
Magic" we'll call them.
Aside from the one improvement in the plan of
going with the established league, all of Orlando's
old problems remain.
Mainly, a new team is almost guaranteed quite a
few losing seasons and losers do not generate fan
support. That translates to a lot of people losing a
lot of money over a very short period of time.
Much like the UCF athletic program of past
years, Orlando is trying to move too far too quickly. This city can't even support a college team yet.
Hmmmm. UCF ... college ... are you ~eginning to
, ee the connection?
That's right, if Orlando wants sports it should
rally around what it already has.
UCF has football. In fact, we at The Central
Florida Future will lay our reputation on the line
by saying that UCF football is already a better
entertainment value than the Renegades ever
were.
.
Imagine what kind of team we could have if some
more of these businessmen who throw their money
into pro teams sent some funds our way.
And what about basketball? UCF was always a
powerhouse before the move to division I and the
only thing holding the team back now is a lack of
funding.
Come on, Orlando, you have a major college
basketball team already. All they need now is your
support.
When people wander into just about any UCF
gaine they have the same thing to say: "I never
knew they had such a good program here.'·
Well, we do. UCF has football and basketball
and a whole lot of other sports that folks might be
intere ted in.
Thi is where it starts. 1f you want professional
teams, fine. However, ronsidPr the support the
team i going to get. W i11 a pro team be a good investmen t? Probably not.
UCF is here now and it will be here tomrnorow.
You don't need to make a home team to cheer for,
you
alread got one.

"*1--he Central Florida Futuie
PO Box 25000. Orlando, Fl . 32816 (305)275-2601 or 27f>.2865
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Bi.ts and pieces of a disjointed eve
Wanted: Persons of the collective collegiate exwho like travel, excitement, great pay and
think Ronald Reagan is a mass media plot. Undying love for Mom, apple pie and the flag is a must.
Work nights and stay in school. Students with a
GPA over 8.2 need not apply. We're only looking
fur unpotentialized leaders. The successful applicant will enjoy $25,000-plus starting salary and fringe henefits galore (including hot tub, cellular
telephone, Gucci shoes and Tampa Bay Bucs
season tickets). No condo sales involved. Call H.C.
al 275-2865 for chance of a lifetime.
I'm going to stray away from trying to concentrate on a single trivial topic this we~k, and instead, ramble 'til I feel 'like stopping. There are a
few reasons for this:
l) I'm tired.
2) I'm in no mood to think. (But then, some of my
friends say I haven't had a comprehensible
thought since 1979.)
3) It's my column and I can do whatever I want,
so there.
Just another fad? Have you noticed there 's a
growing "alcohol awareness" on campus lately.
There are signs encouraging us to think twice
about that next drink. And some parties have been
organized that encourage the consumption of alternate beverages (That's a euphemism for Coke.).
Well I think that's a great idea. Maybe a few
lives will be saved. Maybe a few poten~ial
w~rience

alcoholics will take the better path.
But will it last? Right now it appears the
"alcohol awareness" craze is just another in the
line of pop social maladies. Booze right now is running second only to crack cocaine as UCF's
Favorite Crisis of 1986.
I admire the people
behind the alcohol awareness and "Attack Crack"
campaigns. I pray they're in it for the right
reasons.
But even more so, I hope these good causes are
not just transitory fads.
... Hey look at this. I'm almost done ... Great. I can
go to bed soon...
Misled:According to· the results of a Student
Government mock elecion held last week, the UCF
student body favors a state lottery.
Fools. Maybe you just don't' know about the
issue and how ridiculous it really is, so you said,
"What the heck, sound like a good idea."
Or worse, you know the fact's and your just plain
dumb.
Well, at least you didn't show as much favor for
casinos.

Letters
• No quick fix
Editor:
As a student I am very
concerned about the future of our
educational system. An issue of
great concern to me and many
others is the PROPOSED Florida
Lottery. it's validity and value to
our State has been questioned.
Please allow me to clear up some
of the MYTHS that have arisen
concerning this issue...
First, the promoters suggest
that the lottery would bring $300
million to our educational system.
The FACT is that there is
OTHING in the proposed lottery proponents, when addressing
enior Adult groups, claim that
the lottery money will go the programs for Senior Citizens. Even if
lottery proceeds were "Earmarked" by the Legislature for education. it would not be guaranteed
to increase the amount going to
our educational needs. Our
Legi lators could adjus the prcr
jected increase in lottery revenue
to offset the actual tax money

•
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allocated from the budget, rather
than actually increase the total
dollars to be used ~or improved
education. They will have the
potential of spending the same
amount on education. However,
they will use the lottery proceeds,
rather than the tax dollars. The
excess funds could the~ be .~pread
over several other pet programs to give them a boost,
rather than increasing education..
. Seco~dly, the ~300 million
figure is gross~y mfl~ted._ .Lotteries ar~ not?nousl~ meffic1ent.
It costs fifty-five to suety cents to
raise one dollar of lottery revenue
versus the one to two cents to
raise one dollar of sales tax
revenue. Therefore, w~ .would
have to ~oss $750-800 ~on annually m order to raise $300
million. This would mean. t~t
every man, woman and child m
Florida would have to. make
habitual purchases averagmg Sl
lottery ticket per week, every
week. of the year.
Thirdly, TAXES ARE EVER
REDUCED I
LOTTERY

STATES. They have increased
faster than non gambling states.
If you believe taxes would
decrease, well... I have some land
in the Bermuda Triangle that I
would like to sell you.
Quick Fixes for anything are
hoaxes!!! A painless cure for our
educational system is unrealistic.
In the short run, it may be great.
In the long run. it would be
disastrous. Just remember the
famous saying, "There is no such
thing as free lunch" or for that
matter, "no free education."
Think twice before you vot.e!

Steve Cady
Student Body Vice President
Letter to the editor must be typed and
include the author's signature, major and
phone numl1er. Detter arP subject to
Pditing and lwcome th<' copyright"d
porperty of the neu spapPr.
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1 Convince
5 Small island
9 Small child
12 Century plant
13 Portico
14 Sudsy brew
15 Waterway
17 Confuses
19 Classified
21 Underground
part of plant
22 So be it!
24 Sun god
25 Bright star
26 Genus of cattle
27 Place for
worship
29 River in Italy
31 Parcel of land
32 Babylonian
deity
33 Symbol for
ruthenium
34 Food fish
35 Latin
conjunction
36 Carpenter's
tool

39
40
41
42
44
46
48
51
52
54
55
56
57

Title of respect
As above: Latin
Emmets
Walk
Classify
Gitt
Food programs
Corded cloth
Stalk
Break suddenly
Affirmative
French priest
Sicilian volcano
DOWN

1.Algonquian
Indian
2 Guido's high
note
3 Lengthiest
4 Ascertain
5 Exists
6 Brook
7 Burden
8 Dine
9Claw
10 Butter
substitute:
colloq.

11 Trial
16 Note of scale
18 Exact
20 Vision
22 Competent
23 Debatable
25 Calumniate
27 Rip
28 Newspapers,
collectively
29 Harbor
30 Poems
34 Satisfied
36 Joints
37 Summon
together
39 Leaks through
41 Get up
42 Agile
43 Woody plant
44 Poker stake
45 Hypothetical
force
4 7 Extrasensory
perception :
abbr.
49 Make into
leather
50 Health resort
53 Coroner: abbr.

CHEEVERWOOD
r

· by Michael Fry
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United Parcel Service !..__....,..~~.__.I
Part-Time Positions Avoilable
United Parcel Se.rvi_ce will be
accepting applications for
part-time loaders and unloaders.
excellent pay · $8.00 an hour.
Please sign up for an interview
appointment in the Career Resource
Center. ADM Suite 124. UPS is an
equal opportunity employer.
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m.
or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through Friday
workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.

u s

College Democrats
Membership open to all students. Meetings
01e held every Wed. In Student Center room
214 al 6pm. Need more lnlo. please leaVe
message on recorder by caUing 275-4394.
Pl Beta Phi
A special lhanx ror the Lambda Chis who
helped with the Halloween project! We alt
loOked greatl Hey Pi Phis- Are we psyched
tor G-Burg yel?ll
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Hey guys Its Ill sis oppreclotton week so give
lhemo little.
Parents weekends coming contact Opie for
Info. oon·t forget to vote
NY Mets 11
Hey oil you fantastic sorority pledges! Jr.
Pohhellenlc Is having on Ice Cream Social
on Wed. Nov. 5 from 7-9 In the SOL It's o
great time to meet oil your new Greek
sisters!
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity
Hey guys, Rick's birthday's corning up on the
1Oth. Now's the time ot start looking for that
great gift. Hin!: try a new car. Also. Ideas for
upcoming Future ads ore needed.

The Fellowsh p of Christian Athletes Invites
you lo join us on Thurs al 6:45 pm 1n the new
Athletic Facility. Coll 275-7829 or 275-4174
for more Info.

Soles management wonted
Full or part-time: work around vour colsses
500-1000 per w . Do yoo have what II
tokes?! 260-5744 236-9166 lODA

1975 Chevy Impala - excellent running
condition-great lronsporlotlon- very
reliable, ps, pb cold oc. radio clean, needs
no repairs. Asking 5650 obo col 678-1755 or
x3003

We're looking for o fraternity. soronty or
large sludnet orgonlzotlon that would r e to
make 51.000 • 52,000 this Foll for o one'week long on-campus marketing project.
No soles Involved. Group must be organized and hardwOlldng. lnlerested7 To apply
coll Andrew at 1-(800)-592-2121.

IBM PD 2/20 meg hard disk. pgs HX12 color
monitor, 1 rneg ram (640k DOS. 360k EMS),
1 360k drive, flicker-free STB grophlx-plus II.
multifunction cord, S2195, Rick 657-9317

Room for rent-Geneva own bath microwave
4yr old home 15 country miles from UCF260
monthly 70 weekly pays all pets ok -ph
349-9392

Will remove lead vocals from any stereo
and reproduce on tape coll for Information
682-4088

Duplex Rent -2bdrm 2 blhrm 1 yr old washer dryer dishwasher mini-vertical blinds close
to UCF 390 mo coll days 290-0911 Alter 6p
862-3188

RESEARCH PAPERS . 15,27 8 Avalloblel
Catalog S2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho,
1206XT, Los Angeles 90025. TOLL-FREE HOT
NE: 800-351-0222. Ext. 33. VISNMC or COD.

MODELS - Cameo Agency; now screening;
exp. or lnexp.; catalogs, magazines.
Brochures: S50-S75/hr.
629-0627

2 bdrm 2 lull both pool/spa close to day
core bike path UCF fomllies welcome community cnlr 275-0085

Work around your classes al o retail distribution center localed near UCF. We need
people on o day to day basis. Hours ore
7:30-4:00. Good pay & bonuses! Not an
agency/no lee. Coll today!
TEAM SERVICES

Sigma Phi Epsilon
The brothers or Sigma Phi Epsilon would like
to thank our little sls's ror oil the speclotlhlng's they've done we oil love you very
very much look forward to o spectol week
you deserve II.

&9a-2n2
SB to start. College students needed now.
All majors accepted. Local students, Jrs./Srs.
prefered. Gain valuable resume experience. Con lead lo lull time and mgt.
Own Irons. needed. For Interview appointment 699-9815 - 3 - 6 pm.

Fire the londlordl Invest In o 2br/2bo
townhouse that earns on A plus for convenience & location. Twin master suites Is on
efficient layout for students which prevents
morning quiblesl Call for all the extras. R-54
keys Flo Inc. 894-8153 Lynne Stephens
Relator-Assoclote 281-4771

Typing S500.00 per week from home. For
Information send o self-addressed stomped
envelope to Hornes Box 26130 Orlando FL
32816

Diamonds, emeralds. jewelery, etc. at o
whole sole price, call otter 6:00 p.m.
682-408B.

Room mote needed-S 150. For own
bedroom • within one mtle of UCF . female
over 20 preferred • nonsmoker • coll
273-8676 - (otter 6 best)

Students needed to clean homes. Hours to
111 schedule. Coll 699-1636.

Pontiac Lemons '74 5750 Jo 273-6436

Female rmmote-furnlshed bedrm. Kitchen,
laundry, family rm. Ulillltes Included. Privacy
S230.00 rnth 679-7575

19B5 Plymouth Horizon, o/c p/s 31000 mi.
Like new condition, S200 do~ assume
Sl50.00 per month at UCF credit union.
Contact Jim Depuy x2425 or 365-4108.

NEEDA A CAREER CHANGE?
Int'!. nutrition company making hlrstory with
scientlllc breakthroughs at leading university. Requires energetic distributors. Unrivalled
opportunity for financial Independence.
S2000/mth p/t, not uncomon. Coll
677-5850

1984 Dodge Colt, red, good condition
S3500, 282-1027 belween 8om-3pm
Student Personnel Association
Wont to learn more about the way
employers think? Join the Student Personnel
Association. All majors welcome. See the
board outside Phllllps's hall room 344 for
more Info.

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS (Resulls In 30 min.)
Abortion counseling. Nol a medical facility.
Confldentlollly assured . Coll CENTER FOR
PREGNANCY 648-2701M-F9-5, Sot. 10-2
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control Information, pregnancy tests and counselling. VD
screening low c6st, conlldentlol services
and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florido Women's
Health Organization
Tutor: Spanish, several years experience, all
levels phone_682-4088

Canoe green Mohawk S175 now 277-0851
Phone receptionist (Casselberry) part lime
3-7pm pleasant personality well groomed,
responsible local resident with reliable
transportation good pay coll Mr Brennon
(1-3pm) 699-9807

GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U repair).
Dellquent tax property. Repossessions. Coll
1-805-687-6000 Ext. GH-4628 for c.urrent
repa list.

lYPING. Fost, accurate, reasonable Close to
campus. Coll Berny 282-4168
PROFESSIONAL 'fWING
• One mile from UCF campus •
All types or student documents Same day
service available IBM letter quality word
processing
Fast • Professional • Accura1e
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

TYPING SERVICE: All work prepared on IBM
compatible PC, letter quality printer, disk
sloroge for revisions, WordPerfec1 soltwore.
Resumes, general papers, legal documents.
etc.
CALL FRAN n4·9026
ABS PROFESSIONAL WRITING SERVICE
Write, edit, type and print
RESUMES, LETTERS, MANUScRIPTS, ETC.
2 blks. west or Altomonte Mall on SR436
at Hattaway Drive. Coll 260-6550.
10'1. discount with this od.

Miss U.
Honey, I love you.
The Natural
Frances, you're o happy little child

STUDENT LOANS $2500/55000 273-3263
All ages. No credit. Insured plans.
SATISFY YOUR WANTS!
How to start and operate your own prolltoble business al home. Free details. M. P.
Associates P.O. Box 4636 S. Daytona, FL
32021
Need those jeans patched or hemmed?
Call Mor for sewing & alterations last
• professional •
coll 282-5669

3000 GOVERNMENT JOBS list. 516,040 ·
S59,230/yr.
Now
hiring.
Coll
1-B05-0B7-6000 Ext. R-4628

1968 Valient, Slant G, 56,000 miles, runs
great. S650.00. 647-0445

RESUMES A D COVER LEITERS
Designed re s typed • 657 0079

Typing Services In my home. Reasonable.
Coll Ruth Richards - B94-7169.

Woterbed· lrorne, plastic liner. queen size
mattress, electric heater 671-0774, leave
message if not in.

3br condo Tuskawllla w/d Includes all furn
550 or 500 unfurn avail Jon 87 coll Jess or
Rick 365-6368

Kappa Sigma
The Great Pumpkin Is herel
Thank you ZTA for o great tlmel
we love ZTAI
• Room for rent. •
Please coll 273-2175 657-7449

B2 Hondo Nighthawk. VERY CLEAN Bk miles.
saddlebags, Shoei helmel MUSl SELL best
otter, coll Jett o1 277-8B89 evenings ro
281-5601 doVS

Beth
I'm sorry I'm not around cs much a I should
be, but rest assured your big brother loves
you I
Eddie
Lost: Special Navy ottlcer. 5'10", blonde, lnltlols J.M. answers to Bud. If found conotct

K.M.
Bobyglrl,
I await the day we become one.

Put her
Mom-16, loves the BPW glrlst
FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick Professional Services. All work
prepared on commercial word processors
for error free neatness. We use IBM Equipment Letter quality printer not dot-matrix.
Free rough drotts and revisions. Some day,
weekend and overnight service ovollable.
Over 13,000 satisfied students. Coll
671-3007.

Scotts and Ross hope oil of your Terrific
ALPHA DELTA Pl's have a great Penny Drop
Week. You Ladles ore always great for o
CHANGE of pacel

•

MALE: 25, Intelligent, humorous, affectionate, wishes to spend time with o coring
woman. Write to Andy Fountain Woodside
Apt . 116 3730 Alafaya Orlando. FL 32826 or

277-0052

Subscription Form

Subscribe Now!

Name and address:

To The Central Florida Future
New discounted Fall rates!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Amount enclosed: _ _ _ __

New Rates
· Full Year: 516.00 (Save 53.00)
Foll Semester: 56.00
Spring Semester: $8.00
Summer Semester: $5.00

Full Year ($16.00)
Fall Semester ($6.00)
Spring Semester ($8.00)
Summer Semester (SS.00)

Send to:
The Central Florida Future
University of Central Florida
P.O. Box 25000
Orlando, FL 32816

Make checks payable to The Central Florida Future

~----------------------------~
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JIM'S TIRE SERVICE
18768 E. Hwy. 50 • Bithlo • 568-5102
6 Ml. East of Alofoyo Tr. l Mi. West of Speedworld

THE

USED TIRES example: NEW TIRES example:
13"
$12 to $20 235/ 75815" S49.95
14"
$14 to S20 195/ 75814" S40.95
15"
$15 to S20 185/80013" 535.95

CENTRAL FLORIDA THEATRE
presents~~~~~~

Fast, Courteous Service • Flat Repairs
PRICES INCLUDE: Mounting, Balancing & Installation

·~

HEADS

EAST

hairstyling
Precision Style Cut - $9.00
o - -Thurs.
9:ot>am-8:00pm

HOURS
Fn. - Sat
9:00om-5:00pm

SUN.
1:00pm·5:00pm

10661 E. Colonial Dr.
Alamo Center (next to Jimmy's Thriftway), Union Park

~=~~:.~~=~2~8:_:
2· 1754 Wal -I s Welcome

u NIVERSITY OF

SHAKESPEARE'S
ROMEO & JULIET
October 30, 31, November 1, 6, 7 & ·8 at 8:00 p.m.
November 2 at 2:00 p.m.
Admission $8.00 (UCF students free with Student
Government V_oucher)

•
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The two forward spots are
set, with last season's
comeback player of the year,
Marques Johnson (20.3 ppg)
and Cedric Maxwell {14.1
ppg, 8.2 rpg) returning.
Michael Cage (6.7 ppg) and
Rory White (11. 7 ppg)
provide backup help.
The Clippers may finally be
headed for a playoff spot. Of
course, it all depends on the
play of Benjamin.
PREDICTION: FIFTH

Bedford seeking starting
spo .
If all goes right in Arizona,
the Suns should
be
challengers within a few
years. But not this one.
PREDICTIO : SIXTH
Seattle
Then
there's
the
Supersonics, who've been on a
rebuilding track for a couple
of years now. With the
trading of all-star center Jack
SIBm.a, the rebuilding really
begins.
Caoch Bernie Bickerstaff
will have his hands full
melding returning players in

Phoenix
Phoenix is in the process of
a rebuilding year. How well
they do this season will
depend on how far the
rebuilding program has come.
Guard Walter Davis (21.8
ppg, 5.2 apg) and forward
Larry ance (20.2 ppg) are
the cornerstones of the
program, along with ageless
forward-center Alvin Adams
(10.8 ppg, 6.1 rpg).
The youth movement is
also represented, with Ed
Pickney (8.5 ppg, 3.9 rpg), Jay
Humphries (11 ppg, 6.4 apg)
and first round pick William

with a host of new pla. -ers.
Old hands include forwards
Tom Chambers 11 .5 ppg 6.5
rpg), Xa ':ier 1cDaniel (17 .1
ppg, rpg) and guard Gerald
Henderson 13.1 ppg, 5.9
apg).
ewcomers include forward
Dale Ellis (7 .1 ppg) from
Dallas, centers Clemon
Johnson from Philadelphia,
Alton Lister (9.8 ppg, 7.3 rpg)
from Milwaukee, and Laker
castoff Maurice T ncas.
Seattle is in need of
cohesiveness, then they can
think about the playoffs.

ovember 4, 1986, 11

FOOTBA L
FROM PAGE 16

touchdo n. The touchdown
apped an 83-yard drive
consi ting of 11 pla s. UCF'
final drive to the endzone
started late in the third
quarter and ended in the
fourth with a Lanham to Sam
pass completion.
ot to be
overshadowed by the the
dazzling offensive play, the
UCF defense held VMI to 197
yards total offense, 13
rushing and 184 passing.

UN. satari Jungle
Hunt

MoN. Monday Night

f

•

Football

TUES. Giraffe Academy

WED. Ladles Night
THURS. Hospitality/
Regulars Night

NOVEMBER 1986

SAFARI
.JUNGLE HUNT
.
DISCO DISCOUNT
75'l: Off on Drinks - All Beer & Wine
DISCO DISCOUNT NIGHT
75¢ Off on Cocktails - All Beer & Wine

HAPPY HOUR

ENJOY MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
On Our 13 Video Screens

"Spin & Win"

3:
0

4:00-9:30

.z

GIRAFFE ACADEMY
Win a weekend stay at Hotel Royal Plaza

c:

2 for 1 Cocktails - Discounted Beer & Wine
Seafood Buffet 4:00-9:30

.(/)

-I

m

.

LADIES NIGHT
"LEGS CONTEST" $50.00 First Prize
2 for 1 Cocktails - Discounted Beer & Wine
''Spin & Win" during Happy Hour 4:00-9:30

HOSPITALITY NIGHT
Show your Disney or Area Hotel l.D. and drinks
2 for 1, discounted beer & wine

T.G.l.F.
"THE PARTY CARD IS COMING"

~

~

~

GIRAFFE
LOUNGE

m

.c

:i
c::

.:c

.,,

.:c-

HAPPY HOUR
EVERY DAY 4:00 to 9:30
MIXED DRINKS 2 FOR t
MOST BEER & WINE JUST $1.25
GIRAFFE HOURS OF OPERATION
4 PM - 3 AM
7 DAYS A WEEK'
LISTEN TO Y·10I, BJ..105 and STAR 101
FOR ADDITIONAL PROMO~NFORMATION .
TUESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY FROM 9 PM 3 AM
BEST LIVE ENTERTAINMENT IN CENTRAL FLORIDA

THE BEST TOP 40 BAND in Central (J)
Florida and the most current videos l>
shown on our 13 video screens
~

,

.
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'
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But he got a big bang out of
his discovery.
And you 'J1 get a
bigger bang out
of discovering
Bud Light It's the
less-hlling hght beer
with the first name
in taste.
Get on the stick.
HUITY to the bar of

your choice and bring
out your best By
d.Iscovering today's
great hght. Bud Light
•

EVERYTHING
ELSE IS JUST
ALIGHT.
user-B sch Inc

SI LOUG Mo

YA3

WAYNE DENSCH, I C.
.C.F. Rep. Robert Gibson, 671-0661 or 851-7100
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last year's team rebounding leader, aurice
Lucas, claiming he was too old.
In the backcourt, t he Lakers are solid. Alleverything Magic Johnson returns, bringing
along 18.8 ppg and a league-leading 12.6
assists per game with him. L.A. is hoping for
more consistency from Byron Scott (15.4
ppg) while they are more than happy with
stellar sixth-man Michael Cooper (9.2 ppg,
5.7 apg).
The Lakers must hit the boards this year to
be successful. As it is, they should be the
class of the Pacific Division. Getting back to
the NBA title match depends on whether or
not they can out run a taller Rockets team.
PREDICTION: SECOND
Portland
The Trail Blazers poor overall performance
last season cost Jack Ramsey his job. Former
Milwaukee assistant Mike Schuler takes over
a club that needs some defensive direction.
In order to have a better defensive squad,
Portland nees a healthy year from center Sam
Bowie. Bowie (11.8 ppg, 8.6 rpg, 2.5 blocks
per game) was absent from 44 regular season
contests due to foot injuries. He gives
Portland the defensive stopper in the middle.
Complementing Bowie in the frontcourt are
Kiki Vandeweghe (24.8 ppg), who is allergic
to the word defense, Kenny Carr (11.1 ppg,
8.9 rpg) and newly acquired Steve Johnson
(13.8 ppg, 63.2 percent from the field.)
Walter Berry, the Blazers first round pick,
will probably break into the lineup slowly.
All-star Clyde (the glide) Drexler heads a
$olid backcourt cast. Drexler (18.5 ppg, 8
apg, 5.6 rpg) joins former all-star Jim Paxson
(13.l ppg) and point guard Terry Porter (7.1
ppg) to form a backcourt that is ·consistent.
The Blazers need to dodge the injury bug in
order to be successful. If they do, and they
learn the team defense concept, they'll be a
formidable opponent for the Lakers in the
West.
PREDICTION: THIRD
Golden State

ew head coach George Karl. former coach
of the Cleveland Cavaliers, has something to
prove. Chances are he'll do it with the
talented Warriors club.
The Warriors are not suffering from a lack
of scorers. Forward Purvis Short (25.5 ppg)
and center Joe Barry Carroll (21.2 ppg, 8.5
rpg) are solid point-producers, while guards
Chris Mullin (14 ppg), Sleepy Floyd (17.2 ppg,
9.1 apg) and Terry Teagle (14.2 ppg) all can
light up the hoop on any given night. Larry
Smith is around to grab any stray rebounds,
as he nabbed 11.1 of them per game last
season.
No, Golden States problem is like
Portland's--defense. Opponents averaged 117
ppg against the Warriors last season. Karl
will have to work hard to make Carroll
aggressive in the middle in order to aid this
problem.
First round draft choice Chris Washburn
will help out in the scoring department, but
his weak rebounding may cost him some
playing time, especially with Smith playing
behind him.
This is a team that will probably gell right
around playoff till\e. Remember, Karl's first
Cavalier squad started the season 2-19 before
coming together to record a 34-27 mark and
grab a playoff spot.
PREDICTION: FOURTH
L.A. Clippers
Los Angeles' other team, the Clippers, will
be trying to prove they're not just "the team
on the other side of town."
They'll have to do it without star guard
Norm Nixon (14.6 ppg, 8.6 apg), who injured
his knee while playing softball. Larry Drew
(11.9 · ppg, 4.5 apg), acquired from
Sacramento along with guard Mike Woodson
(15.6 ppg), will take over the playmaking
chores.
Up front, the Clippers need a solid second
season from Benoit Benjamin in order to be
successful. Benjamin (11.1 ppg, 7.6 rpg, 2.6
bpg) needs to put together a complete season
of solid play, unlike last seasons spotty
results .

SEE MORE BEAT, PAGE 11
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one within the initial ix
minutes of the game. Ryan
Battle fired in a shot at the
39:02 mark after receiving an
assist from senior Craig
Nickerson.
The Knights went up by
two ten minutes later on a
goal by freshman Mike Akers
with Ian Gill assisting. Tim
Schmidt chipped one over the
goalie's head at 15:10 into the
game, to lift UCF to a 3-0
lead.
'We got the goals, ' head
coach Jim Rudy said. 'That
is the difference.'
It was in the second half
when things got interesting.
With UCF up by three goals
and Rollins frustrated with
the first half shutout, the play
on the field became
increasingly rough.

The first red card of he
game as given to a Rollins
pla er
i h 19 minu es
remaining. Keith Buckle.
was the fir to receh e a red
card leaving the Tar's with
man one short on the field.
Rollins scored heir onl
goal of the game with three
minutes remaining in the
match. Oyvind Klausen put
the ball around the UCF wall
and into the corner, out of
Cordia' s reach.
Aft.er a series of calls by the
referee, It was senior Craig
Nickerson who received a red
card and was booted out of
the final :50 of his career.
Rudy came off the bench
and after a few choice words
to the ref, found himself out
of the action with Nickerson.
Rudy left the field in nothing
short of a theatrical exit.
"It was a hard fought game
to the end, with controversy,
and I contributed my part,
Rudy said.

midfielder Alyson Barnes
booted a shot from 20 yards
out
in front of the A & M net
FROM PAGE 15
with sophomore forward
Danielle Thomas assisting on
one defender. She picked up the play.
the opportunity off of a
Thomas put in the last goal
rebounded shot by freshman for UCF in a game in which
forward Shannon Sampson the Lady Knights outshot
near the right sideline. Akers Texas 44-3.
set up the attack by booting
In the final game of the
the ball from the midfield to year for UCF, the Lady
Knights broke out big with an
Sampson.
Jones scored the last goal of 11-goal performance. They
the game at the 89-minute beat an off side trapping
mark in almost identical defense (designed to lure
fashion. She received a offenses off side) and broke
crossfield pass from Sampson away several times to score.
Carter, who was voted the
and took it in for the score .
The next day, the Lady MVP of the tournament, led
Knights scored first on -Texas UCF with two goals and an
A & M when freshman assist .
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ATTENTION
STUDENTS
Earn Extra cash (flexible hours)
while working in a relaxed
business environment.

7~11Wt4t

$100 · $200 per week

~~

Call
Orlando Jaycees 843-4810

featuring

Cantonese, Szchuen,
Private Parties To Accommodate 35
We Serve Weight Watcher Special:
Seafood Delight, Vegetarian Delight
Lunch from $2.55 Dinner from $4.25
Take out available
11786 E. Colonial Dr.
Alafaya Village
Orlando, Fla.
5433 Lake Howell Rd.
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Winter Pork
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Georgia Southern and their great
quarterback Tracy Ham. Their only losses
this year came to I-A teams Florida and East
Carolina.
VM I is a military school and their students
personified discipline and good behavior
toward our players, coaches and fans. I know
our fans will always exemplify the same class

Help Woodsy

and dignity toward all Orlando tadium
visitors.
I want to take this opportunity to thank all
of those in the Central Florida community
who helped make the Homecoming concert a
big success. Without their unselfish
contribution of time, energy and resources,
the record-breaking crowd and UCF's most
successful Homecoming of all time would not
have been possible.
We can beat Georgia Southern but it will
take our best effort of the year. We will need
your help and support in making it happen.

s p r e a d

the word.

"BEST Chinese.Restaurant.•• "

... voted by readers of Central Florida Magazine-1985, 1986

..•

" You've come to the right place for Chinese food. If
you don t see ti on the menu, ask for ti. "

ROB MORSE, November 1982

"The dishes I tasted were freshly prepared of tender
meats and bright, Cflsp vegetables, properly
seasoned and of ample proportions."

the ORLANDO SENTINEL

CHRIS SHERMAN, June 1986

the ORLANDO SENTINEL

CHINA
••

TRADITIONAL CHINESE CUISINE ·

671-2120

...
t

Major Credit Cards Accepted

Hwy. 436 and University Blvd.
Winter Park

•

......

Technical Instructors,
Find Your Place
In The Sun.
Teach college and graduate-level math, science, or engineering to highly motivated students.
.. ·~ ~. . ' -:· _.: _.
.: ,,. .. .. :-· . .·.
And live in beautiful Orlando,
Florida
...

.•
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GARDEN

Take-out
and
Catering
available

Donna Calloway/Central Florido Future

The women's soccer team was shunned Monday by the
NCAA tournament for the second year in a row.

:

$17,000 to start. Over $24,000
after 3 years. Plus an outstanding
package of personal and family
benefits including the possibility
of significant financial assistance
for postgraduate education.

If you have or are working toward a degree in math, physics,
chemistry, or engineering, you owe it to your future to
look into this opportunity. Students can even qualify to get
more than $1, 100/ month while still juniors and/ or seniors
in college.
If you re a U.S. citizen and 28 or younger. call the Naval
Management Programs Office.

1-800-342-8123

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.

One of the teams that was
included was Cincinnati.
Their associate athletic
director, Gene Turk, is in
charge of the voting
Committee.
Rudy said, 'The way we
look at Cincinnati, they didn't
win a big game all year."
The
Lady
Knights
outscored their final three
opponents 16-0 and outshot
them 106-17. UCF, now
15-3-1, has recorded 13
shutouts this season.
UCF soccer coach Jim
Rudy said that the Lady
Knights needed to sweep last
weekend's matches to win a
bid to the NCAA tournament.
Barry coach Mike Covone,
who is one of the voters on the
NCAA
tournament
committee said: ''They can
win the NCAA tournament.
The hardest thing is getting
into it. Anybody can win it.''
Texas A & M coach Laura
Johnston, a former UCF
assistent coach and also an
NCAA committee voter said:
"We have seen some of the
teams that were being
considered from the Central
area like Wisconsin and
Cincinnat. I'd say they (UCF)
would probably fair even with
those two teams.
''It's hard to make a choice

like that not seeing all the
competition because in
women's soccer today, every
team gets so much better
because the sport is exploding
right now."
The Lady Knights began
the weekend by defeating
Barry, 4-0.
Junior forward Jean Varas
opened the scoring for the
Lady Knights with senior
midfielder Laurie Hayden and
freshman forward Sandy
Carter assisting on the play.
Varas, who's birthday was
on the same day as the game,
was named to the Alltournament team.
"This is the first time that
we've seen her (Varas) play
without tape or injury, and
she did great today," Rudy
said. "That first goal
established us as the
dominant team.''
At the 34-minute mark of
the game, sophomore
midfielder Michelle Akers,
also an All-Tournament team
selection, connected on a
penalty kick to the lower left
hand corner of the net. The
play was set up when a Barry
defender knocked Carter
down.
At the 60-minute mark of
the game, senior forward
Cindy Jones scored on a kick
to the upper right hand corner
of the net after dribblin~ by
SEE SOCCER, PAGE 13

Ladies host Stetson
Volleyball· Stetson at UCF,
November 4
The
Lady
Knights
volleyball team will try to
improve on its 9-16 record
when they host Stetson on
tonight.
The match will be the
second meeting between the
New South Women's Athletic
Conference rivals this year.
UCF took the first contest in
three games, easily defeating
the host Lady Hatters.
SU is going to be led by
junior Katy Barbour, senior
Cheryl Conklin and senior
Kim Vach. The Lady Hatters
are coached by Megan T.
Bryant, who is assisted by
Peggy Machamer.
The Lady Knights, 3·0 in
NSW AC play, are coming off
a 12 day lay-off, and will still

be without the services of
junior setter Terri Hinton.
However, senior Jill Savage is
doing a superb job in her
place. Also leading the Lady
Knights will be senior
Melanie Clarke, junior Kim
Gass and sophomore Kelly
McFarlane.
In their last match, UCF
was thrashed by the Lady
Bulls of South Florida, 5-15,
12-15 and 7-15. The Lady
Knights will be trying to get
ready for the conference
tournament on November 21.
·Chad Salinas

s
Knights klobber Keydets, 38·9
Lanham throws three touchdowns
by Kathy Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Knight's luck finally ran out.
Bad luck that is. The UCF football
team has succeeded in breaking the
away game jinx which has haunted
them for four years. The Knights, 5-4,
proved they are back in shining form
by marching over the Virginia
Military Institute Keydetes, 38-9.
UCF, who has not won an away
game since their 1982 win over
Western Kentucky, broke a ten game
losing streak Saturday afternoon in
Lexington, Virginia. The victory was
a sweet success after the romping
VMI handed UCF in 1982 (69-0).
A sparkling· performance from
starting quarterback Tony Lanham
proved the indecisveness of the
coaching staff was unfounded.
Lanham threw for 157 yards and ·
three touchdowns, completing 12 out
of 15 passes with only one
interception.
Lanham picked apart the Keydete
secondary connecting with Teddy
Wilson five times for a team-leading
86 yards.
Aaron Sam, who has been the
Knight's.. leading rusher, found
himself as the second leading pass
receiver thls week. The Lanham/Sam
combination connected on three
recptions for 33 yards and two ·
touchdowns.
Kicker Eddie O'Brien, who is
ranked number one in the nation for
number ·of field goals per game,
accumulated eight po in ts in
Saturday's game. He had a field goal
in the second quarter and five PAT' s.
UCF's total offense racked up 392
toatal net yards, 217 on the ground

and 175 in the air. The Knights are
ranked eighth nationally for total
passing yards averaged per game
with a 268.
During UCF s first series, the
Knights. came out rolling with two
first down running plays, but then
lost possession on a Lanham fumble.
VMI was first on the scoreboard with
a field goal.
UCF tied up the game when
O'Brien booted one through the
uprights for a 29-yard field goaL
UCF scored minutes later after a
Reggie Edwards interception gave
Lanham and the UCF offense the ball
on the VMI 27. Three plays later Sam
grabbed a screen pass from Lanham
and rambled 16 yards for UCF's first
touchdown.
UCF scored once more before the
half. Lanham pased for 52 yards_and
ran for seven on the drive. On a
second and goal Elgin Davis, the
game's leading rusher with 101 yards,
went over the pile up for the
touchdown.
The Knights left for the lockeroom
at the half leading the Keydets 17-3.
Near the start of the second half,
Carris Ervin blocked a Keydet punt.
David Alls recovered the ball and ran
11 yards for another UCF touchdown,
lifting the Knights to 24-3.
VMI scored their lone touchdown of
the game lialfway through the third
quarter. Dave Brown completed a
pass to James Wright for a 19-yard
COJ:!lpletion. The PAT was blocked by
Ervin.
On third and goal with 4:36
remaining in the third quarter,
Lanham found Mac Lantrip in the
endzo.ne for yet another UCF
SEE FOOTBALL, PAGE 11
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No. 10 Tony Lanham, UCF's second string quarterback for most of the year,
was nearly perfect in his first start of the year throwing for three TD's.

Women shunned by .NCAA again
by Scott Broden
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

As the NBA comes out of
its opening weekend, the
NBA Beat finishes its preseason predictions by looking
at the Pacific Division.
PREDICTION: FIRST
L.A. Lakers
The Lakers are still
recovering from their four
straight losses to Houston in
last
year's
Western
Conference finals. They've
made
some
minor
adjustments and hope that a
squad with an emphasis on
speed will be able to upend
the new power in Houston.
Of course, the NBA's all
time leading scorer, Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar (23.4 points per
game, 6.1 rebounds per game)
will
return
for
an
unprecedented 18th NBA
season. Abdul-J abbar will be
aided up front by All-Star
James Worthy (20 ppg) and
Kurt Rambis (5.5 ppg, 7 rpg).
The Lakers are looking for
Rambis to score more. They
are also hoping for more
board strength from reserves
A.C.
Green,
Peter
Gudmund on and rookie
Billy Thompson. They waived
SEE BEAT, PAGE 13

The 15-3-1 UCF women's soccer team was
left off of the 12 team NCAA tournament
despite finishing the season ranked tenth and
sweeping all three of their season ending
games.
The Ladies beat Barry University, Texas A
& M and George Washington .at St. Clair
Field over the weekend.
Some of the teams that received bids
suffered losses this weekend. UCF soccer
coach Jim Rudy said: "This is a travesty of
major porportions. I wish there was an
avenue to follow to rectify it-. I'm really

disappointed for the women.
"They (the NCAA voting committee)
decided that our won loss record and the
strength of our schedule wasn't good
enough.''
The NCAA voting committee is made up of
administraightors and coaches.
''This decision was made by
administrators and not coaches,'' Rudy
added. "If you ask the coaches who the best
four or five teams in the country are, they all
say UCF is one of them.''
Coach Rudy said that this was the fourth
time that the NCAA committee has
overlooked UCF.
SEE WOMEN, PAGE 15

Men beat Rollins;
Rudy thrown out
by Kathy Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Admist an intense and physical match
Sunday, the UCF men's soccer team (9-5-1)
evolved victorious and wrapped up their
eason with a win over Rollins College 3-1.
The traditional matchup between the two
cross-town rivals once again proved to be
nothing less than an emotional hard fought
battle by both teams with six yellow and
three red cards being handed out.
UCF received a sparkling performance
from goalie Dan Cordia. Cordia and the
Knight defense held off the Tars, 8-7-1 for
most of game. At one point in the second half.

Oonno Colloway/Cen rol Florida Fufl#e

The men won a penalty marred match
against cross-town rival Rollins.

Cordia stopped a penalty kick after handball
was called in the box. He was credited with
11 saves.
UCF opened the scoring quickly by hitting
SEE MEN, PAGE 13

Head Football Coach Gene
McDowell

will be writing

...

each week for the Tuesday
issue of The Central Florida
Future with his thoughts on
each week's football game.

•'

Virginia Military was a
more gracious host than
anybody we've visited lately.
Obviously, by winning 38-9,
we played very well.
Quarterback Tony Lanham
possibly was the difference,
excelling in all fazes of the
game. He is the offensive
player of the week.
Our special teams finally
got back on track as Corris
Ervin blocked a punt and
David Alls ran it in for a
touchdown. Ervin is the
special teams player of the
week.
Our defense played its best
game of the year. Leading the
way was Sylvester Bembery
who is the defensive player of
the week. The defense held
VMI to only 13 yards
rushing.
It's a great time to come
home and play last year's
Division I-AA champions
SEE COR ER, PAGE 15
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